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Admired and visited yearly by millions of tourists, Barcelona is a cosmopolitan city with many 
different flavours and contrats. 

This photographic book pictures various street portraits, shots and scenes from the different 
Barcelona suburbs and metrostations. Inside this documentary you will travel differently from 
Poble Nou, Barceloneta to Gracia and Eixample. Feel the pulse of this historic city by traveling 
through the photos of Candi Carrera. 




Special thanks to 
My family Sophie, Esteban, Salma and Marc travelling with me to Barcelona 



Poble Nou  
Vila Olimpica 

El Poblenou means in Catalan new village. It is part of the 
Eixample, an extensive neighborhood of Barcelona (Sant 
Martí district) that borders the Mediterranean sea to the 

south, Sant Adrià del Besòs to the east, Parc de la 
Ciutadella and Ciutat Vella to the west. 
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Scenes from Carrer Ciutat de Granada and Carrer de Pallars 



La Vila Olímpica del Poblenou (The Olympic Village of 
Poblenou) is a neighborhood in the Sant Martí district of 
Barcelona, Catalonia (Spain).  


It was constructed in the late eighties and early neighties for the 
1992 Summer Olympic Games which took place in Barcelona. Its 
construction was devised by Oriol Bohigas, David Mackay and 
Albert Puigdomènec as a residential area in the otherwise 
industrial and working-class district of Poblenou, which 
underwent regeneration but involved massive expropriation, as 
well as the destruction of a sizeable portion of the district, 
including Industrial Revolution factories of architectural value. 














This page 
Passeig Maritim de la Barceloneta 


Next page starting top left to bottom right 
Near Llacuna station 
Inside Hospital del Mar 
Person alone infront of closed bank 
Lovers in Parc de la Ciutadella 
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Top view 
Typical Poble Nou door entrance 

Bottom right 
Late night bus travellers 






Friday evening walking around Carrer Ciutat de Granada 
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Many Spanish citizens were severely impacted by the European debt crisis which hit central Europe and very specifically Spain including the 
Catalonian region during 2011 and 2012.  

Upper photo - Homeless man around Bogatell station 
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Around 
Llacuna and 
Bogatell



Llacuna is a Barcelona 
Metro station in the 

Poblenou 
neighbourhood of 

Barcelona, in the Sant 
Martí district, located 

under Carrer de Pujades 
between Carrer de 

Granada and Carrer de 
Roc Boronat. The 

station was inaugurated 
in 1977 

Barcelona metro girl - Selection of WPO favorites 2012 
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Passengers travelling inside Barcelona metro at Llacuna station 



 Human scenes inside the Barcelona subway network   







Inside the Ciutadella subway station 









Calles - Ciutat de Barcelona - Poble Nou is the first electronic book published by 
Candi Carrera. Candi is a Luxembourg street photographer born in Differdange, 
Luxembourg in 1972.
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